The indicator

The indicator on the front shows the current volume level. The colour shift is gradual and there are 101 levels (0 to 100). Each step is 1 dB.

Three seconds after your last command, the indicator fades and the entire digital section goes into sleep mode.

The -12 dB state is indicated with slow, mostly on, blinks:

Pressing MUTE or +VOL restores the volume to normal. Pressing –VOL keeps the volume where it is and instead lowers the colour of the indicator by 12 steps.

The mute state is indicated with a slow on-off blink:

Pressing MUTE, -VOL or +VOL restores the volume to normal.
Thank you for buying Lejonklou Boazu!

Using the front panel buttons
-VOL decreases the volume by one step. If you press and hold, the volume climbs down with a one second pause at each decade (volume 50, 40, 30, 20 etc.)

+VOL increases the volume by one step. If you press and hold, the volume climbs up with a one second pause at each decade. If the indicator of Boazu is off, the first press on a VOL button will wake it up, but not change the volume.
MUTE mutes the volume completely. Volume is restored by either pressing a VOL button or MUTE.

Using a remote control
Boazu can be controlled by any remote that follows the Philips RC5 standard. The following buttons are used:
-VOL and +VOL work exactly like the front buttons.
MUTE on your remote has dual functions:

- A quick press temporarily lowers the volume by 12 dB. This state can be used if someone is trying to say something or if there is a commercial break on the TV (often mixed louder). To leave the -12 dB state, press +VOL or MUTE. If you prefer to stay at the -12 dB volume level, press –VOL. The volume then remains the same, but the colour on the front indicator is lowered by 12 steps.

- Pressing and holding MUTE for half a second (until the indicator goes dark) mutes the volume completely. Volume is restored by either pressing a VOL button or MUTE.

Child Lock
Pressing both front panel VOL buttons at the same time disables the front buttons. Boazu will then accept only remote commands. To remove Child Lock, press and hold both VOL buttons for 3 seconds.

Rebooting Boazu
When Boazu is rebooted, the user settings can be changed. To reboot, press and hold the front panel MUTE button for 5 seconds.

User settings
When Boazu is starting up, the indicator shows a sequence of six red blinks: ● ● ● ● ● ●
During these six red blinks, pressing a front panel volume button will activate a user setting. A short white blink will confirm that your choice is registered. Pressing several times on the same button does nothing extra.

-VOL: The standard setting is that any type of RC5 remote is accepted by Boazu, including for instance remotes for TV sets. If you get unwanted interaction with remotes for other units, press the button -VOL during the start up sequence. This limits Boazu to only accepting remotes for HiFi units.

+VOL: The standard setting is that volume stops at level 78. This is a safe limit for many digital sources, making sure your Boazu isn’t driven far beyond clipping. Pressing +VOL during the start up sequence removes this limit and Boazu can go all the way to volume 100.

After the six red blinks there is one green, which indicates that everything is OK. Boazu then starts at volume level 40.